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1

Introduction and Background

1.1

Overview
On October 15, 2009, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT)
filed the Green Line Extension project Draft Environmental Impact
Report/Environmental Assessment (DEIR/EA) with the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) Office. The submission of the DEIR/EA was a
major milestone in the development of the Green Line Extension project, a legal
requirement of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts under the State Implementation
Plan. The Commonwealth is committed to initiating passenger service on the Green
Line Extension by December 31, 2014. In order to meet that commitment, a vehicle
maintenance and storage facility must be constructed to support the operations of the
Green Line Extension.
The DEIR/EA states that the area referred to as “Yard 8 with Adjacent Parcel” was
selected as the preferred option for the construction of a Green Line vehicle storage
and maintenance facility, given its combination of size, configuration, and adjacency
to the Green Line Extension tracks. The selection of the Yard 8 site has elicited local
opposition from some municipal officials, elected representatives, and abutting
residents. To try to address and resolve these concerns, MassDOT has qualitatively
analyzed two additional possible sites for the facility: (1) the “Mirror H” site,
proposed by the City of Somerville; and (2) a site, newly conceived by MassDOT and
termed “Option L.” The “Mirror H” site straddles the Inner Belt area of Somerville
and the NorthPoint area of Cambridge. The “Option L” site is located immediately
adjacent to the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority’s (MBTA’s) Commuter
Rail Maintenance Facility, also referred to as the Boston Engine Terminal (BET). All
three locations are shown on Figure 1-1.
To sufficiently compare the sites to the Yard 8 location, which has been quantitatively
analyzed in the DEIR/EA, a preliminary analysis of the additional alternatives including an assessment of operations, property acquisition needs, and schedule
implications, as well as a preliminary evaluation of potential environmental impacts
and costs - was performed.
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The purpose of the document is to seek public input regarding the maintenance
facility alternatives analysis for the Green Line Extension Project. Following the
public review and comment period, MassDOT will review and consider the
comments together with the outcome of the analyses to determine whether to pursue
a Notice of Project Change for the Green Line Extension project, to formally
substitute an alternative option for Yard 8 as the preferred site for the storage and
maintenance facility. As documented in the DEIR/EA, a full environmental analysis
has been conducted for the Yard 8 location. Should an alternative site be substituted
by Mass DOT as the preferred maintenance facility site, a full analysis of
environmental impacts (to natural resources, air quality, noise and vibration, historic
resources, as well as social and economic impacts) will be conducted and
documented in a Notice of Project Change.

1.2

Purpose and Need
The existing Green Line fleet is currently stored at the Reservoir, Riverside, Lake
Street, and Lechmere Station facilities, and within the Central Subway. In order to
support the Green Line Extension project, it will be essential to store a number of cars
on the north-side of the proposed Green Line Extension to provide cars for start-up
in the morning, provide a convenient location for overnight and off-peak storage as
cars come out of service, and minimize the distance a disabled train has to travel to
reach a maintenance facility. A north side facility would also eliminate much of the
need to move cars to the west-side facilities each night and back to the north side in
the early morning, a move that would interfere with critical overnight maintenance
work for Green Line track, signal, and power systems and increase Green Line
operating costs. Car storage is not only required for the overnight storage of cars but
also for the mid-day layover of cars.
Currently maintenance support is only available at the Reservoir, Riverside, and
Lake Street facilities, which are located on the west end of the Green Line system.
The existing facilities are operating beyond their planned capacity and expansion of
these facilities to accommodate the proposed Green Line Extension is impractical in
terms of logistics, service reliability, and operating costs. There are currently no
maintenance facilities located on the north side of the system or in the proximity of
the proposed Green Line Extension. When a Green Line car becomes disabled, it is
essential that the car be moved to the closest maintenance facility to get it out of the
way of revenue service trains and to a location where it can be serviced. In order to
provide a service that is reliable, cost-efficient, and does not adversely impact the
remainder of the Green Line system, it is necessary that a maintenance facility be
provided on the north side of the system. The Green Line Extension project will,
therefore, require a new maintenance facility on the north side of the Green Line
system to store, inspect, maintain, and repair cars and to provide a base for the
maintenance and repair of the track, power, and signal systems for the north site and
additional Green Line service.
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1.3

Previous Alternatives Analyses
Several sites were initially considered for the new Green Line maintenance facility.
Additional sites or variations of these sites were suggested by representatives of the
Cities of Medford and Somerville, by project Advisory Group members, and by the
public. In total, through working with the project Advisory Group members and
project stakeholders, an initial 11 sites were identified for further evaluation as
potential maintenance facility locations, as documented in the November 6, 2008
Green Line Support Facility Alternatives Analysis.1
These sites were put through a two-tier screening process to determine which site(s)
best met the program requirements. The requirements included size and
configuration of the site(s) and proximity to the proposed Extension. Those sites that
were unable to meet the program because of inadequate size or configuration and/or
required a crossing of the MBTA Lowell Line were eliminated from further
consideration.
At the request of the Advisory Group and other project stakeholders, MassDOT
considered 10 additional possible configurations for the maintenance facility,
focusing on the MBTA BET Commuter Rail Maintenance Facility and on Yard 7 near
the NorthPoint development. The results of this analysis showed that none of the
areas within the MBTA BET Commuter Rail Maintenance Facility property are
available or suitable for use as a Green Line support facility. Subsequently, the City
of Somerville requested an evaluation of a modified “Scheme H” that would use the
BET and parcels within the NorthPoint development. This alternative, reviewed and
modified by MassDOT and now referred to as “Mirror H,” is documented in the
February 18, 2009 Green Line Support Facility – Review of Mirror Scheme H, Addendum to
the Alternatives Analysis.2
Of the numerous sites considered in the screening process, only Yard 8 with the
Adjacent Parcel was of a sufficient size and configuration to effectively store the
required cars and house a support facility while providing the operational flexibility
that is needed for such a facility without additional environmental and property
impacts. Yard 8 is a former railroad property located in an industrial area that is
currently zoned for this type of a facility.

1 Executive Office of Transportation and Public Works. Green Line Extension Project, Green Line Support Facility

Alternatives Analysis, Prepared by Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc. November 6, 2008.
2 Executive Office of Transportation and Public Works. Green Line Extension Project, Green Line Support Facility -

Review of Mirror Scheme H, Addendum to the Alternatives Analysis, Prepared by Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.
February 18, 2009.
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2

Program and Requirements

2.1

Program
The program for the support facility was developed in consultation with MBTA
operations and vehicle maintenance staff. The MBTA initially developed a briefing
memorandum identifying the need for a vehicle support facility sited adjacent to the
Green Line Extension corridor. Subsequently, the project team, in consultation with
MBTA staff, developed a detailed program of activities, equipment and space
requirements for the new support facility.
To summarize this program, a well-designed support facility for light rail transit
vehicle operations should provide a variety of functions, ranging from daily
servicing to short-term repairs to long-term overhauls and upgrades of the vehicles.
These functions may be categorized as follows:
¾

Daily Maintenance
¾ Vehicle Interior Cleaning – This work can be take place out-of-doors in the
storage yard layover area. Interior cleaning is typically performed when the
vehicles are out of service during off peak hours or non-service (overnight)
hours. The equipment required includes basic hand tools (mops, brooms
buckets, etc.). Indoor space will be required for storage of the cleaning
equipment and the chemicals necessary to perform the task. The spacing of
the yard tracks needs to accommodate aisles for personnel to access the
vehicles. Space also is needed within the yard for trash bins to deposit trash
removed from the vehicles.
¾

Program and Requirements

Vehicle Exterior Cleaning – This is accomplished with the use of an automated
car wash. This self-contained system sprays cleaner onto the vehicle, allows
for a dwell time for cleaner reaction, brushes the exterior of the vehicle after
the cleaner application and dwell, then rinses the vehicle. Drip pans and
drains are used to facilitate the recycling of water.
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¾

¾

Inspections
¾ Daily/Safety Inspections – Inspection entails an exterior “walk-around” and
interior “walk-through” examination to ensure the safe, clean, timely
operation of the vehicle. This inspection can be performed by a mechanic
and/or the operator of the vehicle prior to its release for revenue service
operations. This inspection can be performed in the storage yard, and focuses
on visual inspection of truck mounted equipment for secure mounting and
state of good repair of the braking equipment. The walk-through task looks
at lighting, door operations, mounted equipment (mirrors, etc.), and includes
a terminal brake test (verifying safe brake operation). The space required to
perform this inspection is included in the storage yard area. Aisles between
storage tracks will be spaced to allow inspectors to walk completely around
the vehicles when they are stored.
¾

¾

Program and Requirements

Vehicle Sanding – The vehicles use a sanding feature for traction assist (sand
applied to the track rails) for both braking traction and propulsion traction.
Sand is stored on-board the vehicles and must be replenished periodically.
There are two alternative methods for accomplishing this task. One is a
sanding tower that utilizes an air pressure system to deliver dry sand
through a pipe/hose system to a nozzle. The nozzle is then used to deliver
the sand to the hopper box on the vehicle. The other alternative is to use
bagged sand and manually fill the vehicles’ sanding units. The space
required for this task is to store the materials required.

Cyclical/Periodic Inspections – A typical Cyclical/Periodic Inspection or
Preventive Maintenance Program (PMP) includes inspecting each vehicle in
the fleet on a 90-day cycle, with the purpose of improving reliability through
early detection of failing components and the timely correction of minor
defects. During the inspection, the proper functioning of all systems
including cab signals, event recorders, air brakes, and propulsion systems
and controls are verified and defects are corrected. On a 2-year cycle, the
PMP includes truck removal for center casting inspection and also includes
scheduled replacement of other major components, such as air valves, shock
absorbers and the master controller. On a 5-year cycle, the PMP includes all
of the above elements with the addition of a full truck and wheel set rebuild.
Other components are also rebuilt based on the manufacturer’s suggested
maintenance schedule. The space required to accomplish these tasks include
a track with a depressed pit for performance of inspections and a track to
perform trucking removal when required. A roof level platform (either fixed
or mobile) will be required to access roof mounted equipment.

Running Repairs
¾ These are defined as repairs that can be easily accomplished by taking the
vehicle off the line, out of revenue service, into the facility and completing
the repairs in less than approximately four hours. Examples of Running
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Repair incidents are broken/missing passenger glass, propulsion failure
indication lights, and door system malfunctions. The space required to
accomplish these tasks includes a train-length track with a pit for
performance of the subject repairs. A roof-level platform (either fixed or
mobile) is required to access roof-mounted equipment for diagnostics and
repair. These same tracks can be shared access with inspection/preventive
maintenance tasks.

Program and Requirements

¾

Component Change-Out
¾ Component change-out can be required for either a repair or a cyclical
maintenance item. When a major component fails it will need to be removed
and replaced. Space and equipment are allocated to perform component
change-out of roof level equipment and truck mounted equipment. When a
major component has reached the end of it predictable service life, it will
need to be removed, rebuilt, and replaced. This would relate to the 5-year
cyclical inspection/preventive maintenance program, as described above.

¾

Heavy Repairs – Accident Damage
¾ Heavy Repairs are defined as any repair that requires the vehicle to be taken
out of service for predetermined amount of time to facilitate body repair.
Vehicles are removed from service whenever they are involved in an
incident and the resulting repairs may consume a considerable amount of
time before being put back into service.

¾

Overhauls
¾ Time or mileage based cyclical maintenance activity that entails the
removing, rebuilding, replacing of all major components involved with the
state of good repair of the subject vehicle. This relates to the 5-year cyclical
inspection/preventive maintenance program, as described above.

¾

Wheel True
¾ This activity restores wheel diameter parity and profile due to the stresses of
track wear, drift, spalling, and wheel flat spots. Wheel true machine is
installed in a pit just below track level for ease of operation.

¾

Support Shops
¾ These are areas designated for the repair of subcomponents removed from
the vehicles for repair. Support shops for a typical electrified light rail vehicle
fleet would include:
 Air valve/brake shop – To facilitate the repair and rebuild of
components utilized for vehicle braking and control.
 Electrical Shop – To facilitate the repair and rebuild of components
utilized within the electrical system and power supply system.
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¾

Table 2-1

Electronic/Communications Shop – To facilitate the repair of
components and circuit boards utilized in the communications and train
control of the vehicles.
Mechanical Component Shop – To facilitate the repair of couplers, draft
gears and related sub-components.
HVAC Shop – To facilitate the repair and replacement of vehicle HVAC
systems and their sub-components.
Truck Shop – To facilitate the removal and replacement of subcomponents mounted on the vehicle trucks.
Wheel and Axle Shop – To facilitate the Repair, rebuilding and testing of
the wheelset assemblies utilized on the subject vehicle fleet.
Truck Wash/Component Clean – To facilitate the power washing of
vehicle trucks and cleaning of components prior to repair.
Stores/Storeroom – To facilitate the shipping, receiving and storage of
related parts and material required to maintain the subject vehicles,
facility and support equipment for the associated personnel.

Vehicle Storage
¾ The vehicles should be stored within close proximity to the associated
support facility. The storage yard must have aisles wide enough to facilitate
interior vehicle cleaning, ground inspections and minor adjustments. Areas
are designated for trash receptacles for refuse collected from the vehicles.

Proposed Vehicle Support Facility – Program Element Inclusion

Program Element
Daily Maintenance
Inspections
Running Repairs
Component Change Out
Heavy Repairs/Accident Damage
Overhauls
Wheel True
Car Wash
Support Shop – Air Valve/Brake Shop
Support Shop – Electrical Shop
Support Shop – Electronic/Communication
Support Shop – Mechanical Shop
Support Shop – HVAC Shop
Support Shop – Truck Shop
Support Shop – Wheel & Axle Shop
Support Shop – Truck Wash/Component Clean
Stores/Storeroom
Vehicle Storage

Program and Requirements

Yes
√
√
√
√

Included?
No

Remarks
Limited

√
√

Component change-out only

√

Component change-out only

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
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Conversations between the project team and the MBTA confirmed that the Authority
would prefer to have a new support facility include all of the program elements that
are listed. However, in an effort to reduce the size and impact of a new maintenance
facility on the area, MassDOT worked with the MBTA to identify only those items
that were necessary to support the Green Line Extension project. The program
elements identified in Table 2-1 were deemed adequate by the MBTA to provide a
safe, dependable and reliable vehicle fleet to accommodate the Green Line Extension
project. Specific details on the spatial requirements for the facility components are
described in the following sections.

2.2

Facility Space Requirements
The current program for a support facility includes both car layover (storage) and a
support building (inspection, servicing, maintenance, and repairs):
Layover capacity on-site:
Approximately 80 cars (based on a calculated requirement of 72 cars and
allowing for some additional capacity):
¾ Storage on multiple tracks
¾ Each track with double-ended access by ladder tracks
At least two access points each with a yard track lead to accommodate a three-car
train
Support building including:
¾ Two run-through tracks for inspection/repairs: 4 cars on each track
¾ One run-through track with wheel truer and overhead cranes for removal of
roof-top equipment
¾ Two tracks for truck removal/repair work
¾ Storage room and loading dock
¾ Administrative offices for supervisors
¾ Employee welfare facilities including locker rooms, rest rooms, and lunch
rooms
Bi-directional car wash
Connecting tracks between layover tracks and support building tracks
This program would require:
About 6,000 feet of layover track (Each car is 72 feet long. For the planning of the
storage yard, 75 feet per car was used to allow some space between cars.)
Yard track leads of at least 250 feet (between the clearance point for “fouling” or
obstructing the main line and the switch points for the storage yard ladder track)
Support building complex of 52,500 square feet or about 350 feet by 150 feet
Overall site of approximately 10 to 12 acres, depending on configuration
The program requirements are summarized in Table 2-2.

Program and Requirements
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Table 2-2

Program Requirements

Layover Components
Size of Parcel
Vehicle Capacity
Yard Leads
Yard Configuration

Requirement
5.5 Acres
80 Vehicles
300 feet minimum
Double-ended (redundant ladder tracks)

Support Facility Components
Size of Parcel
Service Tracks
Pit Tracks
Hoist/Lift Tracks
Wheel Truer Track
Car Wash
Track Configuration
Support Shops
Support Facility Building/Structure-Total
Inspections and Running Repairs
Heavy Maintenance
Office Space
Truck Shop
Parts/Equipment Storage

Requirement
5.0 Acres
5 (Total)
2 Tracks
2 Tracks
1 Track
1 Track
Double-ended (redundant ladder tracks)
Truck Repair Ship, Store Room with Loading
Dock
50,000 SF
21,000 SF
14,000 SF
5,000 SF
5,000 SF
5,000 SF

Other Components
Size of Parcel
Employee Parking

Requirement
1.0 Acres
105 Spaces

Summary of Support Facility Program
Layover Yard
Support Facility
Employee Parking
Total

Requirement
5.5 Acres
5.0 Acres
1.0 Acres
11.5 Acres

The proposed spatial requirements for the Green Line Extension project support
facility are being programmed efficiently for a facility of this type. Comparisons to
other similar facilities of this type throughout the country are shown in Table 2-3.
These figures indicate that the proposed facility for the Green Line Extension project
with 80 cars contained in approximately 10 to 12 acres is conservative in design.

Program and Requirements
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Table 2-3

Maintenance Facility Examples

Acres (site)
35.00

100

180,000

13.00

80

Seattle, Washington

162,000

25.00

104

San Jose, California

110,000

25.00

100

Englewood, Colorado

105,000

9.50

100

City

Valley Metro Rail Inc. (METRO)

Phoenix, Arizona

San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency
Sound Transit

San Francisco, California

Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority
Denver Regional Transportation
District

2.2.1

Area

Vehicle
Capacity

Agency

Square feet
(building)
136,000

Car Storage
Car storage is not only required for overnight storage. It also includes day-time
layover of cars between the morning and evening peak hours. In addition, when a
Green Line car becomes disabled, it is essential that the car be moved to the closest
support facility to get it out of the way of revenue service trains and to a location
where it can be serviced.
A new north-side support facility would need to provide replacement for the car
storage presently assigned to the Lechmere Station Loop (20 cars), which will be
removed as part of the Lechmere Station relocation. Additionally, to operate current
north-side Green Line service to Lechmere Station (and beyond, in the future), there
are presently 14 vehicles stored at the Brattle Loop in Government Center Station. In
addition, the facility would also provide storage for the estimated 38 additional cars
required for the Extension. Due to the high ridership forecast for the Extension, to
serve peak-hour ridership north of Lechmere Station, approximately 45 percent of
the total operating fleet would be assigned to routes terminating north of Lechmere
Station.
A rail vehicle storage yard is typically trapezoidal in shape, fanning at each end from
a single lead track to several storage tracks, with one yard track left clear to
“runaround” the yard. The lead tracks for a Green Line yard should extend long
enough to allow a three-car train to clear all the yard switches and the main line
turnout. Overall, this results in a yard about 1,500 feet long with lead tracks of about
300 feet on either end.

Program and Requirements
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2.2.2

Support Building
The support building will provide a range of scheduled and unscheduled inspection,
servicing, and repairing of Green Line cars, including:
Periodic scheduled inspection of cars;
As-needed running repairs (e.g., repairing a door mechanism that has failed in
service);
Scheduled maintenance; and
Car washing (exterior).

2.2.3

Other Functions
The new facility would also serve as a base for the maintenance and repair of track,
power, and signal systems for the Green Line. The support facility will provide a
location where track, power, and signal maintenance crews can dispatch rail or
hi-rail maintenance vehicles to locations on the line where work needs to be done. A
hi-rail pad will be provided.

Program and Requirements
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3

Description of Alternatives

This chapter provides a description of the three alternatives evaluated as part of the
additional maintenance facility alternatives analysis for the Green Line Extension
project – Yard 8, Mirror H and Option L. The program, operational plan, real estate
impacts and cost for each maintenance facility alternative are provided for each
alternative. Figure 1-1 shows the location of the three alternatives under evaluation.

3.1

Yard 8
Yard 8 is an approximately six-acre railroad yard located adjacent to the proposed
Green Line alignment and accessed from Inner Belt Road in Somerville. The yard is
partially owned by the MBTA and by Pan Am Railways. The Pan Am Railways
portion of the yard is used for freight operations while the MBTA portion of the yard
is currently inactive. This site, combined with an adjacent undeveloped parcel at
200 Inner Belt Road, was previously determined to be the preferred maintenance
facility site that could accommodate the necessary maintenance facility components,
described in Section 2.2. A detailed environmental analysis of the Yard 8 site was
provided in the project DEIR/EA. Figure 3-1 shows the proposed layout of the
Yard 8 maintenance facility alternative.

3.1.1

Program
Combining the MBTA and Pan Am Railways portions of Yard 8 would result in
sufficient area to accommodate the main line of the Green Line Extension project to
Medford and a five-track storage facility that could store 70 vehicles. The shape of
Yard 8 is well-suited to providing a double-ended storage yard, with lead tracks at
each end feeding ladder tracks which fan out to the five storage tracks.
The addition of the adjacent undeveloped lot provides adequate area to
accommodate the maintenance building including two pit tracks, two lift tracks, one
wheel truer track, support shops, car wash, storage for 10 vehicles, administrative
office space, and an approximately 100 space employee parking lot.

Description of Alternatives
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The layout of Yard 8 allows for a single storage yard located north of the
maintenance building. Total capacity of the storage yard is 70 cars. It is assumed
that, at any time, 10 additional cars would be in the maintenance shop building or
temporarily stored on the tracks just outside the building. The building and the yard
are proposed to be approximately at the existing grade of the site.
Both the building and the storage yard have double-ended access, which provides
redundancy so that operations can be maintained even if a train should derail in the
yard. With only single-ended access, a derailment at a critical location in the yard
could block trains from entering or leaving the yard, resulting in serious impacts to
Green Line service.
This alternative could accommodate potential future air rights development.

3.1.2

Operational Plan
This section describes the operational interface of the Yard 8 maintenance facility
location with future Green Line Extension operations as it impacts existing railroad
operations.

Yard Interface with Green Line Extension
Operations
The facility layout includes a double-ended yard which provides the necessary
redundant connections to the mainline of the Green Line Extension. Light rail
vehicles can directly enter and exit the yard from both the north and south ends of
the yard, eliminating the need for any reverse moves or switchbacks for access to the
mainline providing optimal operational efficiencies.
The Yard 8 layout includes three leads that provide access into and out of the storage
and maintenance facilities, providing access in both directions on the mainline of the
Extension (Lechmere Station to Medford Hillside). Reverse moves from the yard
would be needed in order for vehicles to access the Union Square Branch.
Medford Lead
At the north end of the yard, the Medford Lead track connects to the mainline just
north of Brickbottom Station. This lead is an extension of the north ladder of the
storage yard.
Trains leaving the yard for Medford Hillside, use this lead to reach the northbound
mainline track and continue to Medford Hillside. Trains from Medford Hillside
heading to the yard would use the southbound track until they crossover to the
northbound track north of Washington Street and then enter the yard using the

Description of Alternatives
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Medford Lead turnout. All storage tracks have direct movements (i.e., no reversing
required) to and from the Medford Lead track.
Lechmere Station Lead
At the south end of the yard, the Lechmere Station Lead track connects to the
mainline just south of the proposed Green Line Bridge (formerly the Red Bridge)
over the Fitchburg Mainline. This lead is an extension of the south ladder of the
storage yard.
Trains leaving the yard for Lechmere Station or points west use this lead and enter
the northbound mainline track through the turnout at the south end of the lead and
crossover from the northbound to the southbound mainline track and continuing on
to Lechmere Station. Trains from Lechmere Station heading to the yard, use the
turnout at the south end of the lead track from the northbound mainline track to
enter the yard.
Maintenance Lead
A third lead track into the maintenance facility portion of the yard branches off the
outbound loop track headed towards Union Square. Northbound trains from
Lechmere Station can enter the yard by first taking the turnout onto the Union
Square Branch (located north of Lechmere Station) and then take a second turnout
onto the Maintenance Lead and into the yard at a point just south of the maintenance
building.
Trains To/From Union Square
As this facility does not have a direct connection to Union Square, trains from the
yard could reach Union Square in either of the following ways. Trains could proceed
towards Lechmere Station and the Central Subway, and reverse direction either at
Lechmere Station or at the Brattle Loop at Government Center Station. Changing
direction at Lechmere Station would require a reverse movement on revenue track.
The second option would be for trains to leave the yard via the Maintenance Lead.
They would enter the outbound track to Union Square and reverse direction3 on this
revenue track before proceeding to Union Square.
On the Union Square Branch, there is only the terminal station on this line, so trains
on this service would continue to deadhead to Union Square. Trains from Union
Square to the yard would need to proceed inbound and reverse direction either at
Lechmere Station or at the Brattle Loop at Government Center Station.

3 The operator would have to stop the train, leave the control cab at one end of the train and walk to the other end of the

train and enter the control cab to operate the train.
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Daily Operations - Storage
In the morning, trains would leave the storage yards for Medford Hillside, Union
Square and inbound towards Lechmere Station. Prior to the start of revenue
operations at 5 am, the initial trains would deadhead (i.e., run without picking up
passengers) to their respective origin stations. After 5 am, trains for Medford
Hillside could either deadhead or enter revenue service at Brickbottom Station.
Trains would continue to leave the yard until all peak hour service trains are in
operation. Toward the end of peak service (approximately 9 am), some trains would
come out of service and return to the yard. In the afternoon, prior to the evening
peak, these cars would leave the yard and return to service. After the evening peak,
a number of cars would again return to the yard while the remainder handled the
night service schedule. At the end of the service day, the remaining trains would
return to the yard, with the last ones arriving after the end of revenue service at 1 am.

Impacts to Existing Railroad Operations
The construction of the Yard 8 option would result in the removal of all existing
freight trackage within Yard 8 and would require some revisions to freight
operations by Pan Am Railways. However, based on on-going discussions with Pan
Am Railways, none of this would preclude existing freight rail operations in the area.
Pan Am Railways freight trains reach Boston via the MBTA Lowell Line. Typically,
there are about three to four round trips per week for the local switching operation,
which serves Somerville as well as Chelsea, Salem, and Peabody via the Eastern
Route mainline. In addition, the “gravel train” to Boston Sand and Gravel in
Charlestown makes another three to four round trips a week. Most freight trains
operate in the evening or night, when commuter rail operations are less frequent.
The main impact to freight operations would be the use of Yard 8 for Green Line
storage and maintenance. Currently, Pan Am Railways has two tracks in the yard:
one through track and one storage track. Pan Am Railways freight trains coming
down the MBTA Lowell Line pass through Yard 8, occasionally temporarily storing
freight cars in the Yard. If Yard 8 were dedicated to the Green Line, it would still be
possible for Pan Am Railways to access the Boston area and to store freight cars in
other nearby locations. The loss of Yard 8 also means that the Wiley Track between
Yard 8 and the “Valley Tracks” would be abandoned. As discussed with Sid
Culliford, Senior Vice President for Operations of Pan Am Railways, freight trains
could simply be diverted from Yard 8 via a reconstructed Yard 10 lead (a seldom
used track that runs adjacent to New Washington Street).
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The Green Line Extension project would assume reconstruction of the Yard 10 lead
track, allowing Pan Am Railways freight operations to continue in a manner
acceptable to Pan Am Railways and with only a minor deviation from the route
utilized today.

3.1.3

Real Estate Impacts
The Yard 8 storage area fits within existing rail yards owned by the MBTA and
Pan Am Railways. The maintenance facility building would be located on private
land (the undeveloped portion of 200 Inner Belt Road) that is currently vacant and,
therefore, no buildings, structures or businesses would need to be removed or
relocated. Maintenance facility uses are consistent with the existing Industrial
Zoning for the area. Table 3-1 provides a list of properties that would need to be
acquired for the Yard 8 location.

Table 3-1

Potential Property Acquisitions for Yard 8

Address

Owner/Occupant

Acreage

200 Inner Belt Road, Somerville

Fine Arts Storage
Partners
Pan Am Railways
(rail yard)

3.9

0 Inner Belt Road, Somerville

1.9

Full or Partial Lot
Acquisition
Partial (undeveloped
portion)
Full

The undeveloped parcel located at 200 Inner Belt Road (also referred to as 150 Inner
Belt Road) that would be acquired for the maintenance facility has an existing
building permit for a 190,000-square-foot building approximately 64 feet high. The
approved building and the proposed maintenance facility cannot share the site due
to space constraints. Therefore, the maintenance facility would require voiding the
existing building permit. This alternative could result in the loss of potential tax
revenue which would be generated by future development at this location.
As part of the amendment to the original NorthPoint development agreement, the
MBTA has an option to acquire the portion of Yard 8 that is currently owned by
Pan Am Railways. Although the Commonwealth would still need to pay for the
land, acquisition of this site would be easier because of the proposed agreement.
This alternative requires the acquisition of approximately 5.8 acres of land, which is
estimated at approximately $15 million.
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3.1.4

Order-of-Magnitude Capital Costs
An Order-of-Magnitude conceptual capital cost estimate for the proposed
maintenance facility at Yard 8 was developed and is estimated to cost approximately
$80 million in 2008 dollars. The design of Yard 8 has been refined to make it more
operationally consistent with the other two alternatives. Table 3-2 provides a
breakdown of the conceptual capital cost estimate for Yard 8.

Table 3-2

Order-of-Magnitude Conceptual Capital Cost Estimate for Yard 8
Cost ($2008)
$ 15 M
$ 38 M
$ 22 M
$3M
$2M
Approx. $ 80 M

Real Estate Acquisition
Building
Track
Infrastructure
Earthwork
Total

3.2

Mirror H
The “Mirror H” site straddles portions of the NorthPoint site (which includes
portions of Cambridge, Somerville and Boston) and a portion of MBTA land. This
alternative locates the facility at the north side of the proposed NorthPoint
development and partly on MBTA land south of the BET, and represents a plan that
places new light rail facilities next to existing commuter rail facilities. Figure 3-2
shows the layout of the Mirror H alternative.
This report refers to “Mirror H” as the option previously proposed by the City of
Somerville, and then enhanced by the project team to optimize proposed operations.
The enhancements represent layout modifications to provide operational
equivalency to the original “Scheme H” as presented in the November 6, 2008
Green Line Support Facility Alternatives Analysis report on the alternatives analysis for
the location of the support facility. The specific enhancements include:
Extending the double lead track and adding switches so that trains can operate
on either track in either direction.
Providing a 300-foot tail track so that trains to/from Lechmere Station can make
the reversing move off the mainline tracks.
A loop at the far end of the maintenance shop.
Various minor layout modifications to make this option as operationally
equivalent as possible to the Yard 8 option and Option L.
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3.2.1

Program
The Mirror H option accommodates the same support facility program as Yard 8
including, but not limited to: storage for 80 vehicles, two pit tracks, two lift tracks,
one wheel truer track, support shops, car wash, administrative office space, and an
approximately 100-space employee parking lot.
The layout of Mirror H includes a single storage yard of six tracks located to the west
of the maintenance building. Total storage is 70 cars. It is assumed that, at any time,
10 additional cars would be in the maintenance shop building or temporarily stored
on the tracks just outside the building. Most of the storage tracks are located in
Cambridge, while the maintenance building would be located in Somerville. Some
of the auto parking, as well as the tail tracks and loop east of the maintenance
building, are located in Boston. Both the storage and maintenance building are
proposed to be at elevation 14.5 feet, which is a few feet higher than the existing
MBTA Fitchburg Line tracks and “Valley Tracks.”
The maintenance building for Mirror H would be identical in size and layout to the
building proposed for Yard 8. To provide two-ended access to the maintenance
building, a loop track is added which provides access to the east side of the building
from a runaround track to the north of the building.
This alternative could accommodate potential future air rights development.

3.2.2

Operational Plan
This section describes the operational interface of the Mirror H maintenance facility
location with the future Green Line Extension operations and impacts to existing
railroad operations.

Yard Interface with Green Line Extension
Operations
Mirror H is the only one of the three alternatives with a single point of access from
the yard to the revenue service tracks. Since a stalled or derailed train on a single
yard lead track would prevent other trains from entering or leaving the yard, a
second track lead was proposed.
Double-Track Lead
The double-track yard lead is oriented for movements to and from Medford Hillside.
The lead is an extension of the west ladder and runaround tracks at the storage yard.
Between the west end of the storage tracks and the mainline tracks to Medford, the
double track lead rises steeply (about six percent grade). This is required because the
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double track lead must “thread the needle” by first passing under the outbound track
to Union Square and then rising quickly to the mainline grade before crossing over
the MBTA Fitchburg Line tracks.
The steepness of this grade is a concern when disabled cars are being brought into
the yard. The existing vehicles can handle this grade going up or down. But if the
breaks are not working properly on a disabled car, it would be difficult to descend
the grade into the yard safely.
Trains leaving the yard for Medford Hillside, use this lead to reach the northbound
mainline track and continue on to Medford Hillside. Trains from Medford Hillside
heading to the yard, use a crossover south of Brickbottom Station to reach the
southbound main and then the yard lead track.
All storage tracks in the yard have direct movements (i.e., no reversing required) to
and from the Double-Lead track when traveling to or from Medford Hillside
Trains to/from Lechmere Station and Central Subway
For trains leaving the yard for Lechmere Station or the Central Subway, there is a tail
track provided at the north end of the Double-Lead track. This tail track can hold a
three-car train. The train for Lechmere Station would leave the storage track, ascend
the grade on the lead track and enter the tail track and stop. The operator must
switch ends of the train to reverse direction. There is a crossover from the tail track
to the northbound mainline track. The train would travel briefly against the current
on the northbound mainline track and then use the crossover to reach the
southbound mainline track and proceed to Lechmere Station.
For trains from Lechmere Station entering the yard, the train would proceed onto the
lead track and then the tail track. After reversing direction, the train would descend
along the lead track into the storage yard.
Trains To/From Union Square
As this facility does not have a direct connection to Union Square, trains could reach
Union Square as following -- trains could take the Double-Lead track to the tail track,
reverse direction and proceed towards Lechmere Station and the Central Subway as
described above. Trains would then reverse direction either at Lechmere Station
requiring a reverse move on revenue track or at the Brattle Loop at Government
Center Station.
On the Union Square Branch, there is only one terminal station, so trains on this
service would continue to deadhead to Union Square. Trains from Union Square to
the yard would need to proceed inbound and reverse direction either at Lechmere
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Station requiring a reverse move on revenue track or at the Brattle Loop at
Government Center Station.
Daily Operations - Storage
In the morning, trains would leave the storage yards for Medford Hillside and
inbound towards Lechmere Station. Prior to the start of revenue operations at 5 am,
the initial trains would deadhead (i.e., run without picking up passengers) to their
respective terminal stations. After 5 am, trains for Medford Hillside could either
deadhead or enter revenue service at Brickbottom Station.
Trains would continue to leave the yard until all peak hour service trains are in
operation. Toward the end of peak service (approximately 9 am), some trains would
come out of service and return to the yard. In the afternoon, prior to the evening
peak, these cars would leave the yard and return to service. After the evening peak,
a number of cars would again return to the yard while the remainder handled the
night service schedule. At the end of the service day, the remaining trains would
return to the yard, with the last ones arriving after the end of revenue service at 1 am.

Impacts to Existing Railroad Operations
The construction of the Mirror H maintenance facility option would not impact
existing railroad operations. The Pan Am Railways portion of Yard 8 would remain
as would the Wiley track connection from Yard 8 to the Valley Tracks.
Pan Am Railways operations can continue as they do today with this option.

3.2.3

Real Estate Impacts
The Mirror H storage and maintenance facility would be located partly in Somerville
and partly in Cambridge, with some portions in Boston. If the MBTA acquired the
land within the footprint of the facility (tracks and buildings) in fee, this would
represent a loss of current tax revenue to the municipalities as the MBTA is exempt
from local property taxes. This alternative could also result in the loss of potential tax
revenue which would be generated by future development at this location. This
alternative requires the acquisition of approximately 3.1 acres of Pan Am Railways
properties which is estimated at a value of approximately $8 million. Table 3-3
provides a list of properties that would need to be acquired for the Mirror H option.

Table 3-3

Description of Alternatives

Potential Property Acquisitions for Mirror H

Address

Owner/Occupant

Acreage

NorthPoint Development
Lots A/B & C/D/E/F

Pan Am Railways

3.1
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Full or Partial Lot
Acquisition
Partial
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3.2.4

Order-of-Magnitude Capital Costs
An Order-of-Magnitude conceptual capital cost estimate for the proposed
maintenance facility at Mirror H was developed and is estimated to cost
approximately $85 million in 2008 dollars. Since the February 18, 2009 Green Line
Support Facility – Review of Mirror Scheme H, Addendum to the Alternatives Analysis, the
design of Mirror H has been more fully developed and refined to make it
operationally comparable to Yard 8 and Option L. Table 3-4 provides a breakdown
of the conceptual capital cost estimate for Mirror H.

Table 3-4

Order-of-Magnitude Conceptual Capital Cost Estimate for
Mirror H
Cost ($2008)
$8M
$ 38 M
$ 30 M
$1M
$8M
Approx. $ 85 M

Real Estate Acquisition
Building
Track
Infrastructure
Earthwork
Total

Beyond the building construction costs is the impact on the maximum building in
gross square feet (GSF) that would be developable given the constraints of the MBTA
facilities. In the Cambridge portion of the site, there is a maximum height constraint.
Given this and that a portion of the building volume would be occupied by MBTA
facilities, it is likely that the maximum building size in GSF would be less. The lower
GSF relates to reduced future revenues (rental income if the space is leased or sales
income if the building is sold).

3.3

Option L
The “Option L” site is located immediately adjacent to the MBTA’s BET, on the
northwest. Option L is located along the southern and southeastern fringe of the
existing Inner Belt industrial area. The layout of yards and buildings is in an “L”
shape and adjacent to the “Valley Tracks” just north of the MBTA’s BET Commuter
Rail Maintenance Facility. Figure 3-3 shows the layout of the Option L alternative.

3.3.1

Program
Option L accommodates the same support facility program as Yard 8 including, but
not limited to: storage for 80 vehicles, two pit tracks, two lift tracks, one wheel truer
track, support shops, car wash, administrative office space, and an approximately
100 space employee parking lot. The maintenance building and associated track
work are proposed to be located on land adjacent to and northwest of the existing
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BET facility, currently occupied by two businesses at 20 Third Avenue and 48 Third
Avenue. The vehicle storage yard is proposed at the southern end of Inner Belt Road
just north of the MBTA Fitchburg Commuter Rail Line on vacant private property
and land that is currently an unused parking lot for 70 Inner Belt Road.
The layout of Option L includes two storage yards and the maintenance building.
The south yard is located immediately south of the hook in Inner Belt Road. This
yard includes eight storage tracks and a runaround track. The south yard would
store up to 40 cars. The east yard is located east of the maintenance building and just
south of Third Avenue. This yard provides eight vehicle storage tracks and has a
total capacity of 27 cars. Total capacity of the storage yards is 67 cars. Although, it is
assumed that for Yard 8 and Mirror H, at any time, 10 additional cars would be in the
maintenance shop building or temporarily stored on the tracks just outside the
building. For Option L, 13 cars would need to be stored in the building or tracks just
outside the buildings in order to meet program storage requirements. Both storage
yards are proposed to be at elevation 14, which is a few feet higher than the existing
Valley Tracks and the general grade in the vicinity of the east yard.
The maintenance building for Option L would be identical in size and layout to the
building proposed for Yard 8 and Mirror H. The main difference is the location of
the building. For Option L, it would be located south of Third Avenue and east of
the existing building at 70 Inner Belt Road.
To provide double-ended access to the maintenance building, a loop track is added
which provides access to the north side of the building from a runaround track to the
east of the building and the east storage yard.
This alternative could accommodate potential future air rights development.

3.3.2

Operational Plan
This section describes the operational interface of the Option L maintenance facility
location to future Green Line Extension operations and impacts to existing railroad
operations.

Yard Interface with Green Line Extension
Operations
As noted above, Option L is the only one of the three alternatives discussed in this
report that provides a direct connection to the Union Square Branch. This advantage
allows trains to be dispatched directly from the yard to the termini at Medford
Hillside and Union Square without the need to perform a reversing move. A
reversing move requires the operator to stop the train, leave the cab at one end, and
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proceed to the cab at the far end in order to operate the train in the opposite
direction.
Option L has two lead tracks that provide access into and out of the storage yards
and maintenance facility.
Medford Lead
The main yard lead is oriented for movements to and from Medford Hillside. The
lead is an extension of the west ladder of the south yard and rises up adjacent to the
mainline until it connects with the mainline south of Brickbottom station.
Trains leaving the yard for Medford Hillside use this lead to reach the northbound
mainline track and continue on to Medford Hillside. Trains from Medford Hillside
heading to the yard use a crossover south of Brickbottom Station to reach the
northbound main and then the yard lead track.
All storage tracks in the south and east yards have direct movements (i.e., no
reversing required) to and from the Medford Lead track.
Trains to/from Lechmere Station and Central Subway
For trains leaving the yard for Lechmere Station or the Central Subway, there is a tail
track provided at the north end of the Medford Lead track. This tail track can hold a
three-car train. The trains for Lechmere Station would leave the storage track, ascend
the grade on the Medford Lead track and enter the tail track and stop. The operator
must switch ends of the train to reverse direction, but this would be done on the tail
track not a mainline track in revenue service. There is a crossover from the tail track
to the northbound mainline track. The train would enter the northbound mainline
track and then quickly use another crossover to reach the southbound mainline track
and proceed to Lechmere Station.
For trains from Lechmere Station entering the yard, the train would crossover from
the northbound mainline track to the tail track. After reversing direction on the tail
track, the train would descend the Medford Lead track into the storage yard.
Union Square Lead
The location of Option L provides a unique opportunity to make a direct connection
between the Union Square Branch and the storage yard. This direct connection is not
possible with Yard 8 or Mirror H. The Union Square Lead track is a short track
connecting to the Union Square Branch outbound track just east of where the
mainline crosses overhead. The lead track connects into the south storage yard.
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Trains leaving the yard for Union Square would take the Union Square Lead track
and enter the Union Square Branch outbound track and continue on to Union Square.
Trains from Union Square headed to the yard would run “against the current” on the
outbound track from a crossover approximately 2,000 feet west of the Union Square
Lead track. However, given the proposed headways on the Union Square Branch,
there should be no conflicts that hamper revenue service. Therefore, unlike Yard 8
and Mirror H, Option L will not need to deadhead trains returning to the Yard from
Union Square to reverse in revenue traffic at Lechmere or turnaround at Government
Center.
Daily Operations - Storage
In the morning, trains would leave the storage yards for Medford Hillside, Lechmere
Station and Union Square. Prior to the start of revenue operations at 5 am, the initial
trains would deadhead (i.e., run without picking up passengers) to their respective
terminal stations. After 5 am, trains for Medford Hillside could either deadhead or
enter revenue service at Brickbottom Station. On the Union Square Branch, there is
only one terminal station so trains on this service would continue to deadhead to
Union Square.
Trains would continue to leave the yard until all peak hour service trains are in
operation. Toward the end of peak service (approximately 9 am), some trains would
come out of service and return to the yard. In the afternoon, prior to the evening
peak, these cars would leave the yard and return to service. After the evening peak,
a number of cars would again return to the yard while the remainder handled the
night service schedule. At the end of the service day, the remaining trains would
return to the yard, with the last ones arriving after the end of revenue service at 1 am.

Impacts to Existing Railroad Operations
Option L would impact freight operations by Pan Am Railways. The south yard
would require the removal of the Wiley track from Yard 8 to the Valley Tracks. This
would leave Pan Am Railways’ tracks in Yard 8 singled-ended, with access only from
the MBTA Lowell Line. This would sever access to the Eastern Route. Pan Am
Railways could continue to use Yard 8 for car storage, but not as a route to reach the
Eastern Route.
Alternative access can be provided by use of the Yard 10 Lead which runs next to
New Washington Street. Use of this track would restore the ability to make all the
moves that are available with the current Wiley track. In conclusion, while Option L
requires the removal of the Wiley track, reactivation of the Yard 10 lead would
provide Pan Am Railways with an equivalent level of functionality for its rail freight
operations.
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Option L would not have any impacts on revenue passenger operations or on other
operations associated with the MBTA (e.g., vehicle storage and maintenance,
maintenance-of-way). Option L would have no impacts on existing CSX operations
on the Grand Junction Branch between and Valley Tracks.

3.3.3

Real Estate Impacts
Option L would have some impact on the southern corner of 200 Inner Belt Road and
no impact on the NorthPoint Development. The land required for the yard and
maintenance facility includes the building at 48 Third Avenue; the building and
parking lot at 20 Third Avenue; and the isolated parking lot for 70 Inner Belt Road.
The two buildings on Third Avenue house two businesses that provide jobs for
approximately 155 people (based on parking occupancy): Digital Publishing
Solutions, Inc. and M.S. Walker, a wholesale manufacturer/distributor of wine and
spirits. This alternative requires the acquisition of approximately 10.2 acres of land
and buildings which is estimated at approximately $52 million (including building
demolition and site cleanup). This alternative could result in the loss of current and
potential tax revenue which would be generated by future development at this
location. Table 3-5 provides a list of properties that would need to be acquired for the
Option L location.

Table 3-5

Potential Property Acquisitions for Option L

Address

Owner/Occupant

Acreage

20 Third Avenue, Somerville

M.S. Walker Wholesale
Distribution
Digital Publishing
Solutions, Inc.
CRG West Parking Lot
Fine Arts Storage Partners

4.6

Full or Partial Lot
Acquisition
Full

2.8

Full

1.2
1.6

Partial
Partial (undeveloped
portion)

48 Third Avenue, Somerville
70 Inner Belt Road, Somerville
200 Inner Belt Road, Somerville

Option L does not use any portion of the Pan Am Railways-owned land at Yard 8.
The privately owned land includes:
Unused parking lot at 70 Inner Belt Road
Two existing businesses at 20 Third Avenue and 48 Third Avenue
Undeveloped portion of 200 Inner Belt Road
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3.3.4

Order-of-Magnitude Capital Costs
An Order-of-Magnitude conceptual capital cost estimate for the proposed
maintenance facility at Option L was developed and is estimated to cost
approximately $130 million in 2008 dollars. Table 3-6 provides a breakdown of the
conceptual capital cost estimate for Option L.

Table 3-6

Order-of-Magnitude Conceptual Capital Cost Estimate for
Option L
Cost ($2008)
$ 52 M
$ 38 M
$ 33 M
$2M
$5M
Approx. $ 130 M

Real Estate Acquisition
Building
Track
Infrastructure
Earthwork
Total
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4

Evaluation of Additional
Alternatives

This chapter describes the criteria and process used in the evaluation of the
additional maintenance facility alternatives for the Green Line Extension project.

4.1

Evaluation Criteria
Criteria used in this evaluation were based on those used in previous alternatives
analyses and supplemented with additional criteria identified by municipal officials,
elected representatives, and abutting residents. The criteria used to compare the
Yard 8, Mirror H, and Option L maintenance facility alternatives includes the
following, which are described in more detail in the following section:
Ability to meet MBTA program
Cost
Property impacts
Operational impacts to the Green Line Extension and railroads
Compatibility with other transportation proposals in the project area
Compatibility with existing land use planning
Future economic development opportunities
Ability to meet project schedule
Natural, physical, social/cultural impacts to neighborhoods
Future vision transportation access

4.1.1

Ability to Meet MBTA Program
Does the alternative meet the MBTA’s Program for a maintenance facility?
This criterion addresses the ability of each alternative to meet the MBTA’s
Maintenance Facility Program in terms of operations, size and functionality.
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Important considerations for evaluating this criterion include:
Storage
Maintenance
Direct movements4 from storage tracks to/from main line and Union Square
Branch
Single facility or split facility5
Direct movements from storage to support facility tracks
Closeness of storage yard to main line
Double-ended storage tracks and maintenance building access
Direct movements from maintenance tracks to main line and Union Square
Branch
Flat grades entering yard

4.1.2

Cost
How do the order-of-magnitude capital cost estimates for the maintenance facility alternative
compare with the other alternatives?
This criterion addresses the order-of-magnitude cost estimates associated with
implementing each alternative. Major cost categories include:
Real estate acquisition
Building demolition
Trackwork
Infrastructure
Earthwork

4.1.3

Property Impacts
How do the anticipated property impacts associated with the alternative compare to those of
the other alternatives?
This criterion addresses property impacts that would be necessary through the
implementation of each alternative. Each alternative mandates the acquisition of
some land that is not currently owned by the Commonwealth. The impact of the
alternatives on private properties and/or businesses is an important project

4 A direct movement is one which does not require backing up or changing direction. A direct movement is like pulling

out of a parking space without backing up. An indirect movement would require a backup move.
5 A single facility has the vehicle maintenance building adjacent to the storage yards. A split facility has the vehicle

maintenance building away from the storage yards. A single facility allows for a single building to house the
employee support and welfare facilities. A split facility requires the addition of a separate building for the operating
staff at the storage yard.
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consideration. For each alternative, the impacted parcels may include portions of one
or more of the following:
Yard 8 owned by Pan Am Railways
The proposed NorthPoint development, currently owned by Pan Am Railways
The undeveloped lot at 200 Inner Belt Road
Developed lots in the Inner Belt Area

4.1.4

Operational Viability to Green Line Extension
and Railroads
How well does the alternative serve the operational needs of the Green Line Extension project
and how well does it coordinate with the other existing railroad operations nearby in
comparison to the other alternatives?
This criterion addresses the viability of the proposed operations as they relate to the
Green Line Extension and other existing railroad operations. Other existing railroads
to consider include:
Pan Am Railways Freight operations
CSX Freight operations
MBTA Commuter Rail operations
Boston Sand and Gravel operations

4.1.5

Compatibility with Other Area Transportation
Proposals
How amenable is the alternative to potential transportation projects in the project area in
comparison to the other alternatives?
This criterion addresses the compatibility of each alternative to transportation
proposals in the nearby vicinity including the Somerville Community Path
Expansion, the Urban Ring, the North-South Rail Link, and the MBTA Fitchburg Line
Realignment. Specific concerns with these proposals include:
Somerville Community Path (particularly the connection into the proposed
NorthPoint development)
Urban Ring Phase 2 (particularly the proposed bridge connection between Inner
Belt Road and West Boulevard in the proposed NorthPoint development)
North-South Rail Link (particularly the proposed portal and connection to the
MBTA Fitchburg Line)
MBTA Fitchburg Line Improvements:
o Realignment of the reverse curve (or “S-curve”) at Red Bridge
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o

4.1.6

Shifting the MBTA Fitchburg mainline tracks to the south in the vicinity of
the BET, to provide more room for additional layover and storage tracks at
the BET

Compatibility with Existing Land Use
How compatible is the alternative with designated land uses in the immediate vicinity as
compared to the other alternatives?
This criterion considers the general appropriateness of siting the facility with regards
to existing land uses. This criterion addresses whether each alternative is located
within a suitable land use zone and if not, what type of permitting would be needed
to rezone the property.

4.1.7

Future Economic Development Opportunities
How effectively does the alternative avoid the deterrence of future economic development
opportunities in the vicinity as compared to the other alternatives?
This criterion addresses how well each alternative could impact potential planned
and/or anticipated future economic development opportunities in the surrounding
area. Specific proposed land uses considered include:
Inner Belt redevelopment planning, including:
o Connection from Union Square through Brickbottom into Inner Belt and
potentially to Rutherford Avenue, including other new roadway connections
into Inner Belt from Brickbottom and from north side of MBTA Lowell Line
embankment
o New street grid for Inner Belt
o Maximizes redevelopment potential in Inner Belt
Possible redevelopment of industrial site in Brickbottom
22 Water Street – approved site plan for high rise residential structure with
structured parking
NorthPoint Development Master Plan

4.1.8

Ability to Meet Project Schedule
How likely is the alternative to meet the proposed project schedule in comparison to the other
alternatives?
This criterion addresses the likelihood of each alternative to not hinder MassDOT’s
ability to meet the current proposed project schedule. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts is committed to an implementation schedule for the Green Line
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Extension with the key milestone being start-up of service on or before
December 31, 2014. Any significant delay would compromise the Commonwealth’s
ability to meet the 2014 milestone, a milestone which has been consistently endorsed
by the project municipalities and stakeholders.

4.1.9

Neighborhood Impacts
How well does the alternative minimize adverse neighborhood impacts in comparison to the
other alternatives?
This criterion addresses the natural, physical, and social/cultural impacts to the
surrounding neighborhoods and will be based on whether there are likely adverse
affects to parks, wetlands, historic and archeological resources, and environmental
justice communities.

4.1.10

Future Vision – Transportation Access
How well does the alternative either reduce existing transportation access barriers or avoid
further contributing to these barriers as compared to the other alternatives?
This criterion addresses the ability of each alternative to reduce existing
transportation barriers or not further augment their existence.

4.2

Comparison of Alternatives
Utilizing the criteria described above, each of the alternatives – Yard 8, Mirror H, and
Option L – were compared for their advantages and disadvantages. For each of the
criteria, the alternatives were assigned a qualitative score of +1, 0, or -1, as
summarized below:
+1 indicates that the alternative provides a positive impact and/or satisfies the
criterion
0 indicates that the alternative is neutral or minimally satisfies the criterion
-1 indicates that the alternative provides a negative impact and/or fails to meet
the criterion
The rating system was developed for comparative purposes, and each alternative
was rated with respect to each criterion in relationship to the other alternatives.
Table 4-1 shows the ratings and a description of each criteria of this evaluation.
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Table 4‐1

GREEN LINE EXTENSION PROJECT
Additional Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis

Comparison of Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Criteria

Yard 8
Rationale

Rating

Mirror H
Rationale

Rating

Rating

Option L
Rationale

Location

0 Inner Belt Road, Somerville (full parcel); 200 Inner Belt Road,
Somerville (partial parcel - vacant land only)

NorthPoint development lots A/B/C/D/E/F, located partly in Cambridge
and Somerville; MBTA BET facility, Boston

20 Third Avenue, Somerville (full parcel); 48 Third Avenue, Somerville
(full parcel); 70 Inner Belt Road, Somerville (partial parcel - unused
parking lot); 200 Inner Belt Road, Somerville (partial parcel - small corner
of vacant land only [would not preclude future planned construction])

Description

This alternative proposes a new maintenance facility to be located
adjacent to the proposed Green Line alignment and accessed from Inner
Belt Road in Somerville.

This alternative proposes a new maintenance facility partly on NorthPoint
parcels C/D/E/F and storage on parcels A and B, and partly on MBTA
land currently used for storage by BET.

This alternative proposes a new maintenance facility to be located
immediately adjacent to BET, outside the current BET fence line - along
the southern and southeastern fringe of the existing Inner Belt industrial
area.

Ability to meet the MBTA's
Maintenance Facility Program

+1

This alternative generally meets the 80-car storage program and
approximately 100 employee parking spaces.

+1

This alternative generally meets the 80-car storage program and
approximately 100 employee parking spaces.

+1

This alternative generally meets the 80-car storage program and
approximately 100 employee parking spaces.

Order-of-Magnitude conceptual
capital cost estimate ($2008)

0

Approximately $ 80 Million

0

Approximately $ 85 Million

-1

Approximately $ 130 Million

Property impacts

0

This alternative requires the acquisition of approximately 5.8 acres of
land, which is estimated at approximately $15 million. This alternative
would impact the undeveloped portion of 200 Inner Belt Road. This parcel
currently has a permit that would need to be voided.

0

This alternative requires the acquisition of approximately 3.1 acres of Pan
Am Railways properties which is estimated at approximately $8 million.
This alternative would impact the planned NorthPoint project site, which
has received a special permit which would need to be voided. NorthPoint
has also received MEPA's environmental clearance and has begun
construction.

-1

This alternative requires the acquisition of approximately 10.2 acres of
land and buildings which is estimated at approximately $52 million. This
alternative requires relocation of current businesses, as well as
demolition of two existing buildings.

Operational impacts

-1

This alternative would generally support the Green Line operations, but
would have an impact on Pan Am Railways operations.

+1

This alternative would generally support Green Line operations, and
would not impact existing railroad operations.

-1

This alternative would generally support the Green Line operations, but
would have an impact on Pan Am Railways operations.

Compatibility with other
transportation proposals in the
project area

+1

This alternative is compatible with the Urban Ring, Somerville Community
Path, North-South Rail Link, and MBTA Fitchburg Commuter Rail
Improvement projects.

-1

This alternative would preclude the North-South Rail Link project and
MBTA Fitchburg Commuter Rail Improvement projects. This alternative is
compatible with Urban Ring and Somerville Community Path projects.

+1

This alternative is compatible with the Urban Ring, Somerville Community
Path, North-South Rail Link, and MBTA Fitchburg Commuter Rail
Improvement projects.

Compatibility with existing land
uses

+1

The project area for this alternative is currently zoned for industrial use
and would not require rezoning.

-1

The project area for this alternative is zoned for mixed-use including
residential use and would require rezoning for the maintenance facility
within Cambridge.

+1

The project area for this alternative is currently zoned for industrial use
and would not require rezoning.

Future Economic Development
Opportunities

-1

This alternative would likely not be compatible with long-term
development goals.

-1

This alternative would likely not be compatible with long-term
development goals.

0

This alternative would likely not preclude long-term development goals .

-1

This alternative requires acquisition of land from the NorthPoint
development project, which has completed the MEPA process and
started construction, and could delay the Green Line Extension project
schedule.

0

This alternative requires the acquisition and relocation of existing
businesses, but would not require rezoning. Should MassDOT select this
site as the preferred maintenance facility location, a Notice of Project
Change would be prepared and filed with MEPA. However, selection of
this site is not expected to delay the Green Line Extension project
schedule.

0

Based on a preliminary evaluation, no impacts to parks, wetlands, or
historic resources are anticipated. No residences in close proximity unlikely to have noise or environmental justice impacts. This site is
developed, likely to have underground utilities, unlikely to have
archaeological impacts. This site would have direct loss of businesses
and jobs - business relocation options and costs would have to be
evaluated, with tax implications to City of Somerville from loss of
businesses. Building demolition would require disposal of solid waste,
may include regulated materials (e.g., lead based paint or asbestos). One
building appears to use/store regulated hazardous materials, may require
additional clean-up costs.

0

There are no fatal defects on the current topography which would prevent
from constructing streets and access roadways between adjacent
neighborhoods.

+1

A comprehensive evaluation including an environmental review was
performed for this alternative and has been included in the DEIR/EA as
the preferred alternative, which was filed on October 15, 2009.

Neighborhood impacts

-1

As documented in the DEIR/EA, no impacts to parks and wetlands; no
direct losses to businesses and jobs; and no direct effects on local
environmental justice populations are anticipated. There would be no
moderate or severe impacts from noise after mitigation (sound insulation)
is implemented. This site has potential archaeological concerns. The site
was historically used as a rail yard. Nearby properties were identified
with former releases of PCBs and other contaminants, may require
additional clean-up costs. Brickbottom Artists Lofts, which has 155
residential units, is in close proximity to the site.

-1

Based on a preliminary evaluation, no impacts to parks, wetlands, or
historic resources; no direct losses to businesses and jobs are
anticipated. Changes to the NorthPoint development would have to be
evaluated, with tax implications to the City of Somerville and the City of
Cambridge. This site is undeveloped and has potential archaeological
concerns. Area residential properties include the NorthPoint Development
Sierra & Tango Buildings (329 units), Archstone (462 units) and Glass
Factory (104 units).

Future vision transportation
access

-1

There are some limitations on the current topography which could present
challenges for constructing streets and access roadways between
adjacent neighborhoods.

0

There are no fatal defects on the current topography which would prevent
the constructing of streets and access roadways between adjacent
neighborhoods.

TOTAL

0

Ability to meet project schedule

Legend
+1 Favorable = positive impact and/or complete satisfaction of the criterion
0 Neutral =neutral impact or minimal satisfaction of the criterion
-1 Unfavorable = negative impact and/or failure to meet the criterion

-3

0
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Summary

This chapter summarizes the findings of the evaluation of additional maintenance
facility alternatives. As shown in the preceding chapter, the analysis indicates that
both the Yard 8 and the Option L locations are viable locations for support facilities
for the Green Line Extension project. Of the two, each has some advantages and
disadvantages. MassDOT believes that the disadvantages of the Mirror H alternative
outweigh the potential benefits.
This document will be made available to the public for input and discussion.
Following the public review and comment period, MassDOT will review and
consider the comments together with the outcome of the analyses to determine
whether to pursue a Notice of Project Change for the Green Line Extension project, to
formally substitute an alternative option for Yard 8 as the preferred site for the
storage and maintenance facility.
As documented in the DEIR/EA, a full environmental analysis has been conducted
for the Yard 8 location. Should an alternative site be substituted by MassDOT as the
preferred maintenance facility site, a full analysis of environmental impacts (to
natural resources, air quality, noise and vibration, historic resources, as well as social
and economic impacts) will be conducted and documented in a Notice of Project
Change.
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